We define the concept of module Connes amenability for dual Banach algebras which are also Banach modules with a compatible action. We distinguish a closed subhypergroup K 0 of a locally compact measured hypergroup K, and show that, under different actions, amenability of K, M.K 0 /-module Connes amenability of M.K/, and existence of a normal M.K 0 /-module virtual diagonal are related.
is compatible with the convolution product of M.K/ (see the first paragraph of the next section). If a compatible action of M.K 0 / on M.K/ satisfies : D : , for 2 M.K 0 /; 2 M.K/, we say that M.K/ is a commutative M.K 0 /-bimodule. The main result of the paper is the following.
Main Theorem. For a locally compact measured hypergroup K, consider the following assertions:
(i) K is amenable, (ii) M.K/ is module Connes amenable, (iii) M.K/ has a normal module virtual diagonal. Then for any commutative compatible action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, (iii))(ii))(i); and for the canonical action, (iii)) (iii).
In the group case, all three statements are equivalent. In the last section, we give examples which show that in general, (i)»(iii), for any commutative action; and (iii)»(i), (ii)»(i), for the canonical action. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review general facts about dual Banach algebras and Banach modules and study module diagonals. In Section 3 we show that M.K/ is a dual Banach algebra and a dual Banach M.K 0 /-bimodule with compatible actions, for each hypergroup K. We also find formulas for the corresponding multiplication operator and its first and second conjugates. In Section 4 we prove the main result. Our proof closely follows [2, 3] , but we are in a more complicated situation. K lacks inverses: if x 2 K, ı x ı N x not only is not equal to ı e , but also could have a large (compact) support. To see the difference better, just note that in the proof of the main result in [2, 3] a normal virtual diagonal M is constructed with M D ı e , where is an extension of the convolution operator on M.G/. Here M:
is the limit of a net of Bochner integrals. The integrand of these Bochner integrals is a multiple of
where x 2 K (see Remark 4.4) . In virtue of our module setting, then we distinguish a closed ideal J of M.K/ which contains all of these vectors and finish the proof. In [2, 3] , J D 0. Finally, in Section 5, we examine our results for several examples of hypergroups, and show that our main result is non trivial for a large class of examples, and essentially cannot be improved.
Module Connes amenability
All over this paper, A is a Banach algebra and A is a Banach A-bimodule with an associative product which makes it a Banach algebra and which is compatible with the module action in the sense that and the same for the other side actions. Note that this terminology is usually used for Banach spaces which are left A-modules and right A-modules with compatible actions, but here X is assumed to be a bimodule over both A and A. We say that X is commutative (or symmetric) if and the same for the right actions. If X is commutative, so is X . A Banach algebra is called a dual Banach algebra if it is the dual of a Banach space, and its multiplication map is separately w -continuous. When A and A are dual Banach algebras, X is called a dual Banach A-A-module if there is a closed A-A-submodule X of X such that X D X , or equivalently, X is the dual of a Banach space and the action mapsW X ! X ; x 7 ! a:x, x 7 ! x:a, and x 7 !˛:x, x 7 ! x:˛are w -continuous, for each a 2 A;˛2 A. X is called normal if the action mapsW A ! X ; a 7 ! a:x, a 7 ! x:a and the action mapsW A ! X ;˛7 !˛:x,˛7 ! x:˛are w -continuous, for each Note that, in general, D is not assumed to be C-linear (c.f. [8] ). However, when A is unital with unit e and e:a D a, for a 2 A (which is the case for the main example of this paper), D is automatically linear. When X is commutative, D is called inner if there is an x 2 X such that
We need the A-commuting assumption, otherwise D x is not necessarily a module derivation. Given Banach algebras A and B which are A -bimodules with compatible actions, let A Ő A B be the projective module tensor product of A and B [9] . This is the quotient of the usual projective tensor product A Ő B by the norm closed ideal I generated by elements of the form a:˛˝b a˝˛:b, where˛2 A, a 2 A, and b 2 B. Then A Ő A B is a Banach algebra and a Banach A -bimodule with compatible actions. For Banach A-modules E, F , let L n A .E; F / denote the sets of all bounded, n-A-linear maps, from E E (n-times) to F . We omit the superscript n, when n D 1. Then .A Ő A B/ Š L A .B; A / (c.f. [9] ).
To be more precise, our setup is slightly different from that of [9] . In [9] , Rieffel takes left A -modules A and B and defines A Ő A B as the quotient of the projective tensor product by the norm closed span of the elements of the form˛:a˝b a˝˛:b, with˛2 A, a 2 A, and b 2 B. He then shows that the above (natural) isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces exists [9, Corollary 2.13]. Here we take A -bimodules A and B and define A Ő A B as the quotient of the projective tensor product by the norm closed ideal I generated by the elements of the form a:˛˝b a˝˛:b, with˛2 A, a 2 A, and b 2 B. Clearly I is an A -bimodule, and so is A Ő A B . Now with the canonical module structure of A , each A -bimodule map ' W B ! A induces a bounded linear functional Q ' 2 .A Ő B/ satisfying Q '.a˝b/ D '.b/.a/, which vanishes on I , and so lifts to a bounded linear functional on A Ő A B, still denoted by Q ', and the map ' 7 ! Q ' is the natural isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces. Note that we do not claim (nor does Rieffel) that this isomorphism is a module map. However, in special cases, such as commutative actions or actions which are trivial from one side, this is indeed the case. Now if A is a dual Banach algebra, A Ő A is not necessarily a dual Banach algebra. This is not even the case for measure algebras of (non atomic) measure spaces. In particular, one can not talk about w -topology. There are several alternatives to overcome this. One is to consider another tensor product which leads to a dual Banach algebra. This is done in [10, section 8] , but it is not clear if the multiplication map on the algebraic tensor extends to such a completion. Also this leads to a space much larger than what is considered in the group case for measure algebras in [2, 3] . Here we restrict to a special case which let the machinery of [2, 3] work in the module case and includes the case of measure algebras.
Standing assumption: We assume that A is a dual Banach algebra with a predual A such that the canonical map:
We refer the reader to [11] for more details about this map and the injective tensor product in the range. This assumption holds when A has the metric approximation property as a Banach space [11, Exercise 4.3] . Also it is well known that the condition holds when A is the measure algebra of a locally compact space (more is true; see [10, Example 8.13] ). Under this assumption, for a dual Banach algebra with a given predual, we could talk about the relative w -topology on A Ő A or the relative w -closure of its subsets. By the standing assumption, each relatively w -closed subset is norm-closed.
For the rest of this section, we assume that A and A are dual Banach algebras and A satisfies the above assumption and A is a dual A -bimodule. For dual Banach A-modules E, F , let L n A:;w .E; F / be the set of all bounded separately w -continuous n-A-linear maps, from E E (n-times) to F . Let I be the relatively w -closed -ideal generated by the elements of the form a: is an extension of [1] . Similarly A=J is a dual Banach algebra with predual
which is a closed A-A -submodule of
The following result is proved in [8] . 
A; C/ satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.3. The converse could be proved as in [12, page 90] .
For the rest of this section, let A and A be dual Banach algebras with preduals A and A . Let E be a Banach A-A-module. An element x 2 E is called w -w-continuous if the maps A ! EI a 7 ! a:x and A ! EI˛7 ! :x and the same maps for the right actions are weak -weak-continuous. Let W C A .E/ be the set of w -wcontinuous elements of E and WAP A .E/ be the set of those elements x 2 E that the above four maps are weakly compact, then Proof. The assumption and the fact that A is a normal module over itself shows that A is a normal A-A-module,
In the classical case, we have .A / Â W C..A Ő A/ / [1, section 4]. The following module analog holds.
Lemma 2.7. If the maps A ! AI˛7 !˛:a and the same maps for the right action are w -w -continuous for each a 2 A, then
A //, we only need to show that if x 2 A is w -w-continuous for both actions of A and A, then so is .x /, and this could be checked like in the classical case [1, page 139].
(ii). Since .
For the rest of this section, we assume that the action maps of A to A are w -w -continuous, as in the past two lemmas. Let ;A be the restriction of to ? J and put
Definition 2.8. Let A and A be as above, a module
We have the following analog of Proposition 2.5.
Proposition 2.9. Let A and A be as above. The following are equivalent. 
Proof. (i))(ii). Let e be the identity of
Since the algebraic tensor product A˝A sits in 
Measure algebra of hypergroups
A (locally compact) hypergroup is a locally compact Hausdorff space K with an involution Nand a binary operation , called a convolution, on the Banach space M.K/ of all (complex) bounded Radon measures on K such that .M.K/; / is an algebra and for each x; y 2 G;
G/ is continuous with respect to the Michael topology on the space
We say that K is a measured hypergroup if it has a non trivial left translation invariant Radon measure. Compact and commutative hypergroups are shown to be measured [6, 7] . Two typical examples are double coset and orbit hypergroups [7] . The Michael topology [13, Def. 1.7] on the space C.X / of compact subsets of a locally compact Hausdorff space X has a sub-basis consisting of all sets of the form For the rest of this paper, K is a locally compact measured hypergroup with involution x 7 ! N x and C 0 .K/ and M.K/ are the spaces of all continuous complex valued functions on K vanishing at infinity, and bounded regular Borel measures on K, respectively. Then M.K/ is a Banach -algebra with identity ı e and involution
K/ by the canonical action: by convolution from right and trivially from left, that is
Under this action, M.K/ is a M.K 0 /-bimodule. More is true.
Proof. Each Banach space X is closed in its second conjugate X .
Following [2] , let us define the Banach space S C 0 .K K/ (with sup-norm) consisting of bounded functions f W K K ! C such that for each x 2 K, f .x; :/; f .:
and f 7 !ˆf is an isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces [2] . Also to each 2 M.K K/ one can associate
and ! ‰ is an isometry [2] .
Lemma 3.2. With above notations, (i) SC 0 .K K/ is a Banach M.K/-bimodule and f !ˆf is a module isomorphism, (ii) M.K K/ is a normal, dual Banach M.K/-bimodule and 7 ! ‰ is a module homomorphism.
It is easy to check that :f 2 S C 0 .K K/ and
A similar fact is true for the right action. Next, as in the proof of [2, Proposition 3.1], to prove (i) we need to check
and similarly for the right action.
To prove (ii), recall that ! ˝ı e is a w -continuous linear map from
which shows that M.K K/ is a normal, dual Banach M.K/-left-module. The right action and the compatibility of the two actions is checked similarly. Next let f 2 S C 0 .K K/; 2 M.K/, and 2 M.K K/, then we have
A similar relation holds for the right action.
For a function f 2 L 1 .K/ and element x 2 K, let us consider the functions L x f and R x f on K defined by
and
If E is left introverted, then E is a Banach algebra under the convolution product
We have called this the convolution product, since it is the usual convolution product on M.K/ when E D C 0 .K/. Let K op be K with opposite convolution product. Let LUC.K/ be the space of left uniformly continuous 5] , it suffices to show that the given set is relatively w -compact. Note that Proof. Since ı x ı y is a probability measure, for each x; y 2 K, kL x f k 1 Ä kf k 1 , for each f 2 C b .K/. This with a standard argument based on triangle inequality shows that LUC.K/ Â C b .K/ is closed. Also if x˛! x in K and ' 2 LUC.K/ , then
as˛! 1, since .x; y/ 7 ! ı x ı y is w -continuous from K K to M.K/ and .x; y/ 7 ! supp.ı x ı y / is continuous from K K to the set of compact subsets of K with Michael topology [6] . This shows that LUC.K/ is left introverted.
then clearly 2 C b .K/. We show that indeed 2 C 0 .K/. We may assume that K is not compact. Let K 1 be the one point compactification of K and x˛! 1 in K 1 , then for each .s; t / 2 K K,
as˛! 1. By Lemma 3.3, the weak topology and topology of pointwise convergence coincide on the weak closure of fL .x;y/ f W x 2 Kg. Hence .x˛/ D hL .x˛;y/ f; 'i ! 0, as˛! 1. The same argument works when we take limit on the y variable. This shows that ' f 2 S C 0 .K K/. Now for each 2 LUC.K K op / , we have
Lemma 3.5. For each 2 M.K/ the linear operator on LUC..K K op / defined by ' 7 ! . ˝ı e / ' is w -w -continuous. j :f .x˛ x; y˛ y/ :f .x 0 x; y 0 y/j D sup
so by Lemma 3.3, similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4, we get This means that the map 7 ! :' is w -w -continuous from M.K/ to LUCS C 0 .K K op / . Similar fact is true for the map ! ': and (ii) is proved.
and let 0 be the restriction of to C 0 .K/ Â M.K/ .
Lemma 3.7.
But 0 is norm continuous, so 0 .f / 2 LUC.K K op /. Let 2 LUC.K K op / , with k k Ä 1. Choose a net ..x˛; y˛// in K K op which converges to in the w -topology. Passing to a subnet, we may assume that .ı x˛ ı y˛/ converges in the w -topology to some 2 M.
In general D 0 C ı 1 and a similar argument shows that the above equality still holds. Hence
Next consider the adjoint map
It is easy to see that
The following is proved as in [1, Lemma 5.2].
Lemma 3.9.
Let I be the relatively w -closed -ideal of M.K/ Ő M.K/ generated by elements of the form ˝ ˝ .1/ , where 2 M.K 0 / and ; 2 M.K/ (for relative w -topology, see the paragraph after the standing assumption in Section 2). Let J be the w -closed -ideal of M.K/ generated by .I /.
Lemma 3.10. With the above notation, for the canonical action, (i) I is the relative w -closure of the -ideal generated by I 0 D fı x˝ıy ı x ı u˝ıy W u 2 K 0 ; x; y 2 Kg, (ii) J is the w -closure of the -ideal generated by J 0 D fı x ı y ı x ı u ı y W u 2 K 0 ; x; y 2 Kg, 
Proof of the main result
In this section we prove the main result of this paper. Let us remind the definition of amenability for hypergroups [16] . As before, K is a locally compact hypergroup. All over this section, M.K/ is considered as a dual Banach M.K/-M.K 0 /-bimodule. Recall that C b .K/ is the space of all complex valued bounded continuous functions on K. 
Then km˛k Ä 1, for each˛2 ƒ, and for each y 2 K and f 2 ? I Â S C 0 .K K/ we have
where the second equality from below follows from Lemma 3.10(vi) and the fact that f 2 ? I . On the other hand,
Hence for each compact set C Â K, 
The integral exists, as elements of S C 0 .K K/ are measurable with respect to any Borel measure [17] . For each
where the last equality follows from Lemma 3. Remark 4.4. In the above proof, we showed that 0 .M /: 2 J , for each 2 M.K/. If one follows the above calculation carefully, this element can indeed be presented as a limit of Bochner integral of elements of J as follows
where the measure inside the square bracket is in the w -closed ideal J . Proof. Consider the map
It is easy to see that D is a w -continuous module derivation with values in ker. 0 /. The latter, being a normal, Now we are ready to state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 4.8. For a locally compact measured hypergroup K, consider the following assertions:
Then for any commutative compatible action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, (iii))(ii) )(i); and for the canonical action, (i))(iii).
Proof. The implications for the canonical action is proved in Propositions 4.3, and those of commutative compatible actions are proved in Proposition 4.7 and Theorem 2.4.
Examples
In this section we provide examples of hypergroups for which our main theorem is non-trivial. The main focus of the section is to explore the properties of the subhypergroup K 0 and its action on K.
Let us remind that K is a locally compact Hausdorff hypergroup with identity element e and K 0 is the closed subhypergroup of K generated by S 0 D [ x2K x N x; that is the intersection of all closed subhypergroups of K containing S 0 . Recall that a non-empty subset H Â K is called a subhypergroup if H N D H and H H Â K. We say that H is normal if x H D H x, for each x 2 K and supernormal if x H N x Â H , for each x 2 K. In the latter case, we write H E K. These two coincide, when K is a group. In general, a supernormal subhypergroup is normal, but the converse is not true. Indeed, it is clear that the trivial subhypergroup feg is always normal, but it is supernormal if and only if K is a group. When K is a commutative hypergroup, each subhypergroup is normal (but not necessarily supernormal). The following proposition gives a characterization of K 0 .
Proposition 5.1. K 0 is a supernormal closed subhypergroups of K and is the intersection of all supernormal closed subhypergroups of K.
Therefore it is enough to check that K 0 is supernormal. Take y 2 K 0 , then fyg Â z N z, for some z 2 K. Let x 2 K, and put A x D x z, then
Corollary 5.2. If K is not a group, then K 0 ¤ feg and if K has a nontrivial (that is a proper subset) supernormal subhypergroup, then K 0 ¤ K.
In the following examples, the identity element of a group G is denoted by 1 and we reserve the notation e for the identity element of the corresponding hypergroup. For those examples in which K 0 is commutative and proper, we may consider M.K/ as a nontrivial commutative M.K 0 /-module, for which (ii))(i), in the main theorem.
Example 5.3 (double coset hypergroup). Let G be a locally compact group and H be a compact subgroup of G, let N G .H / be the closed subgroup generated by fxhx 1 W x 2 G; h 2 H g, namely the conjugate (normal) closure of H , which is the smallest normal subgroup of G containing H (contrast this with the normalizer N G .H / of H , which is the largest subgroup of G in which H is normal). Then for the double coset hypergroup
is not normal in G (that is N G .H / ¤ G, which happens exactly when G==H is not a group), K 0 ¤ feg and when G contains a proper normal subgroup containing H (that is
Example 5.4 (orbit hypergroup). If a compact group G 1 acts continuously by automorphisms on a locally compact group G 2 , then the orbit space G
is a hypergroup (which also could be realized as a double coset hypergroup) [6, 8.3A-B] . In particular, for a compact group G (with normalized Haar measure m G ), acting on itself by conjugation,
Gg is a commutative hypergroup, with identity element e D f1g, whose subhypergroups are of the form
where H runs over all normal subgroups of G.
Moreover, H G is supernormal in G G if and only if H contains the commutator subgroup OEG; G. In this example,
has no proper normal subgroup containing OEG; G (that is OEG; G D G). Further examples of (finite) hypergroups could be constructed using products of known examples. If H; L are locally compact hypergroups, then K D H L with pointwise operation and product topology is a locally compact hypergroup with K 0 D H 0 L 0 . In particular, K D Z 2 K 2 is a commutative hypergroup with f.0; e/g ¤ K 0 ¤ K, and K D S 3 K 2 is a noncommutative hypergroup for which K 0 D f1g K 2 is commutative. Another interesting example is the non-amenable hypergroup F 2 K 2 which serves as a counterexample and would be treated in details separately.
Example 5.6 (join hypergroup). If J is a compact hypergroup with normalized Haar measure m and K is a discrete hypergroup such that J \ K D feg, where e is their joint identity element, then the join
In particular, if J is a commutative compact hypergroup, and K is noncommutative discrete group, then J _ K is noncommutative locally compact hypergroup and K 0 D J is a proper commutative subhypergroup.
Next let us give more specific examples to show that the main result of this paper could not be improved. Examples of commutative hypergroups whose L 1 -algebras are not amenable are given, among others, by R. Lasser in [18, 19] .
In order to relate Lasser's example to our main theorem, we need the following result, which is a modification of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 in [20] . We say that the left action of A on A is trivial if there is a bounded linear functional f 2 A such that˛:a D f .˛/a, for˛2 A; a 2 A. Proof. Let A be module Connes amenable as an A-module with trivial left action˛:a D f .˛/a, for˛2 A; a 2 A, and A=J has an identity element e C J . Let X be a unital .A=J /-bimodule and D W A=J ! X be a bounded derivation. Then X is an A-bimodule with module actions given by a x WD .a C J / x; x a WD x .a C J / .x 2 X; a 2 A/;
and X is A-module with trivial actions˛ x D x ˛D f .˛/x, for x 2 X and˛2 A. Since a ˛ f .˛/a D a ˛ ˛ a 2 J , for each˛2 A and a 2 A, the actions of A and A on X are compatible. Therefore X is commutative Banach A-A-module.
Also A=J is an A-module, hence for˛2 A, we have
The for each a 2 A and 2 C, hence Q D is C-linear, and so it is inner. Therefore D is an inner module derivation.
Corollary 5.8. For a locally compact measured hypergroup K, let J be the closed -ideal of M.K/ described in Lemma 3.10. Consider the following assertions:
(v) M.K/ has a normal module virtual diagonal. Then in general, (ii))(i) and (ii))(iii). For the canonical action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, (iv),(iii). For any commutative compatible action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, (ii))(iv) and (v))(ii).
Proof. The implication (ii))(iii) is trivial. To show that (ii))(i), by [21, Exercise 4.4.3(i) ] it is enough to show that which proves the claim. For the canonical action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, the implication (iv))(iii) follows from the above proposition and the fact that ı e C J is an identity of M.K/=J . Similarly, the implication (iii))(iv) follows from the above proposition and the fact that ı e is an identity of the algebra M.K 0 / and a unit of the module M.K/ at the same time. For any commutative compatible action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, the implication (ii))(iv) follows from the above proposition and the fact that ı e is an identity of M. 
with nonnegative coefficients g.m; nI k/. This gives N 0 a discrete commutative hypergroup structure, called the polynomial hypergroup generated by fR n g n2N 0 [23] . The Haar measure m on N 0 is the counting measure with weights !.n/ D g.n; n; 0/ 1 . The hypergroup algebra`1.N 0 ; m/ is the same set as the Beurling algebra`1.!/ D ff W N 0 ! C W P 1 nD0 ! n ja n j < 1g: It is shown in [18] that`1.N 0 ; m/ is not amenable, when !.n/ ! 1, as n ! 1. For the ultraspherical polynomials, !.n/ D O.n 2˛C1 / and so`1.N 0 ; m/ is not amenable when˛> (Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind)`1.N 0 ; m/ is amenable [18] . Similar results for the general case are obtained in [19] .
Since N 0 is commutative, an argument based on Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem shows that N 0 is amenable (see [19, section 4] , for stronger results). Also, as N 0 is discrete,`1.N 0 ; m/ D M.N 0 /. Consider the case of spherical polynomials with˛> On the other hand, by Theorem 4.8, M.N 0 / has a normal module virtual diagonal, for the canonical action. In this case, J is the w -closed -ideal generated by elements ı n ı nC2k , for n; k 2 N 0 , hence M.N 0 /=J is canonically isomorphic to M.K 2 /, for some K 2 D K 2 .Â /, which is Connes amenable (in the case of spherical polynomials, one can show that Â D b 1 ; in particular for ultraspherical polynomials, M.N 0 /=J '`2.Z 2 /, since Â D 0 in this case). Hence by Corollary 5.2, M.N 0 / is module Connes amenable, for the canonical action.
Example 5.10 (a non-amenable hypergroup). Let F 2 be the free group on two generators, with identity element 1 and left Haar measure n. This is a non amenable discrete group. Let K 2 D K 2 .Â / D fe; ag be the commutative hypergroup on two elements with convolution ı a ı a D Âı e C .1 Â /ı a , where 0 < Â < 1, and Haar measure m D ı e C 1 Â ı 1 . Consider the product hypergroup K D F 2 K 2 with identity element .1; e/. Then .K 2 / 0 D K 2 and so K 0 D f1g K 2 . For a canonical action of M.K 0 / on M.K/, let I and J be the corresponding w -closed ideals of M.K/ and M.K/ Ő M.K/, and let I 2 and J 2 denote the corresponding ideals for K 2 . Then
and a typical element of M.K/ is of the form ı .x;i / D ı x˝ıi , where x 2 F 2 and i 2 K 2 . By Lemma 3.10(i), J is the w -closed -ideal generated by elements of the form ı .x;i / ı .y;j / ı .x;i / ı .1;k/ ı .y;j / D ı xy˝. ı i ı j ı i ı k ı j /; for x; y 2 F 2 and i; j; k 2 K 2 . Hence J '`1. ; 1/, where 1 is the constant function 1 on K 2 , is an invariant mean on`1.F 2 /, but we know that F 2 is not amenable).
On the other hand, K 2 is commutative, and so amenable. Hence by Theorem 4.8, for the canonical action, M.K 2 / has normal module virtual diagonal, say M 2 M.K 2 K 2 /=I 2 . The corresponding element Q M 2 M.K/ Ő M.K 2 / M.K/ is a normal module virtual diagonal for the canonical action on M.K/. This example shows that for the canonical action in Theorem 4.8, (ii)»(i) and (iii)»(i).
